
Read This To Know About Solo Leveling 156 

 

The last chapter of Solo Leveling was published 2 weeks early and the current week's 
chapter has been delayed again for unclear reasons as the chapter will be released next 
week on June 30th. 

Solo Leveling has been constantly delayed for an extremely long time and will appear next 
week. 

In this article, we'll explore everything you need to know about Solo Leveling 156 Chapter, 

including release date and time, spoilers, and rough output. 

Currently, we should start with the breakdown of Solo Leveling, Chapter 155 Every Solo 
Leveling fan is excited about the new development in the anime series. 

Additionally, I believe that once we push the Worldwide Guild Meeting Curve into the series, 
things will get even more fascinating from here. 

In Chapter 55, we saw that Sung Jin-Charm invited Tracker Cha Hae-in to go with him to the 
theme park because he said she was the main companion he could go with. 

It was basically a date, despite the fact that the two of them in particular didn't notice. The 
chapter was about the two of them taking a break and fooling around. 

Solo Leveling Chapter 156 Release Date 

Solo Leveling 156 chapter is scheduled for release on June 30, 2021. The release was 

previously set for June 16, but was pushed back. 

In addition, another solo leveling chapter will consistently appear on Wednesday. Since Solo 
Leveling is extremely popular, the English translations of the Manhwa will not take that much 
time and the translation will be available in a similar time frame. 

Release Time 

Due to our global audience, the official English translations for the outermost chapter will be 
available in the following countries at the following date and time: 

1.      Pacific Daylight Time: 9:00 a.m. Wednesday, June 30 

2.      Focal DST: 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday, June 30 

3.      Eastern Daylight Time: Wednesday, June 30, early afternoon 

4.      English Half-term: 17:00 on Wednesday 30 June 

  

Solo Leveling 156 Rough Climbs 

Raw Outputs Status: Not Released [Stay tuned to R/SoloLeveing for raw scans] 

https://etrendsnews.com/2021/06/25/solo-leveling-chapter-156-release-date-but-its-delayed-reason-reveal/


Solo Leveling 156 Chapter raw outputs will also be available on June 30, 2021. The official 

raw chapter will be available on the official Solo Leveling KakaoPage. 

The chapter will be in Korean first because Solo Leveling is a Korean Manhwa. Then, at that 
point, rough raids are done by Fan Interpreters around the planet, and after a few rough 
climbs, they are accessible. 

Spoilers For Chapter 156 

Spoilers and rough moves for Solo Leveling 156 chapter are not available yet. I will update 

the post as they become available. 

Note that spoilers and spoilers for the most part appear about 3 days before the episode air 
date, so feel free to check back at that time. 

However, assuming you want, you can check out the solo leveling web novel that has 
already ended. 

In the next chapter, without much ado, you can find specific details about what happens. 

Where To Read Solo Leveling 156? 

An official English translation of the Manhwa is not yet available. Exhausted students do 
unofficial translations. 

There are various unofficial sites where you can read unofficial translations of the Manhwa, 
you can undoubtedly find these sites on Google. Additionally, we do not support scanning in 
any capacity or structure. 

Anyway, there is one site that distributes the Solo Leveling Manhwa, TappyToon.Com, but 
they release the chapter a week late from the first release. 

About Solo Leveling Manhwa 

It depends on a web novel of a similar name, an overview, as it was watched long ago, later 
the "entrance" that connected this current reality with the world of beasts opened, a part of 
ordinary, regular individuals was given the power to chase the monsters inside the entrance. 

They are known as "Trackers". However, not all Trackers are powerful. I am Sung Jin-
Charm, an E-rank follower. 

I am someone who needs to put his life on the line in the lowest of dungeons, "the most 
vulnerable in the world". 

Having no display skills at all, I barely got the money I needed by fighting in low-level 
dungeons... basically until I tracked down the hardest difficulty secret dungeon inside the D-
rank dungeons! 

In the end, as I tolerated death, I suddenly got a strange power, a trip record that no one but 
me could see, confidential to Solo Leveling 156 that I know of! 

 


